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1 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In 1934, Hardy, Llttlewood and Pdlya completed the first 
systematic study of inequalities in their classic work . -
entitled "Inequalities". Since that time a considerable amount 
of effort has been devoted to sharpening and extending the 
classical inequalities, to discovering new types of inequal­
ities, and to applying inequalities in many parts of analysis. 
An account of many of these developments was given by 
Beckenbach and Bellman in their work "Inequalities" published 
in 1961. 
Some of the more -common inequalities include those of 
Minkowski and Holder, as well as those comparing elementary 
mean values such as the arithmetic and geometric means, the 
harmonic mean, and the root-mean-square. Hardy, Llttlewood 
and Polya showed that many of the classical inequalities are 
special cases of properties of the elementary mean of order t, 
denoted by 
 ^ +- 1 /+• 
Mj_(x,w) = [ S w. X. ] ' i for t  ^0, Z w^  = 1 , 
1=1 ^  ^  1=1 
n w. 
M^ (x,w) = n X. , (9, p. 13).. 
u 1=1 1 
For example, the property that M^ (x,w) is an Increasing 
function of t implies that the harmonic mean, M_^ (x,w), Is 
less than the geometric mean, M^ (x,w), which is less than the 
arithmetic mean, Mq^ (x,w), which is less than the root-mean-
square, M2(x,w). 
Hardy, Littlewood and P6lya discuss two generalizations 
of the mean M^ (x,w). The first of these generalizations is 
a mean defined by 
_n n 
M (x,-w) = cp" [ E Wjcp(xj )], where cp" is any function with 
cp 1=1 ^   ^
n 
a unique inverse cp" j (9j p. 65). 
M^ (x,w) ' includes M^ (x,w) in the special case when cp(x) = x^ ; 
like M^ (x,w), it gives an average of a discrete set of 
numbers Of all the means M^ (x,w), only M^ (x,w) 
possesses homogeneity in the x's (9, Thm. 84). (That is, if 
we replace by kx^ ,^ 1 = 1,2, ...,n, then we change the mean 
by a factor of k.) For this reason, other means of the form 
of M^ (x,w) are of limited interest. 
The second generalization of M^ (x,w) discussed by Hardy, 
Littlewood and Polya is an integral mean defined by " 
M^ (f,P) = [ J  ft(x)P(x)dx]l/t, for t ^  0, 
A 
B 
Mo(f,P) = exp [ J Inf(x) P(x)dx], (9, pp. 134,139). 
A 
By choosing the weight function P(x) to be 1/(B-A) and 
1-1 1 
f (x) = X. for. A + (B-A) S W, < X < A + (B-A) S w, , 
 ^ k=l k=l  ^
1 = 1,2,...,n, the Integral mean reduces to M^ (x,w). Many 
of the properties of the elementary mean also hold for the 
integral mean." Included in these are the Minkowski and 
Holder inequalities and the properties that M^  is an increas­
ing function of t and that t In M^  is a convex function of t. 
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However, unlike M^ (x,w) the integral mean averages values of 
a function over a continuous interval and, although this, type 
of mean is of considerable interest, it is not the concern 
of this thesis. 
. In this thesis, we shall be concerned with a generalized 
mean of a discrete set of variables, ...,x^ , which is 
homogeneous and hence not of the form of M (x,w). Although 
cp 
it is.defined by means of an integral, it averages a 
discrete set of variables rather than the values of a function 
over a continuous interval. Like M^ (x,w), it can be. regarded 
as an integral mean of a special function f. Hence we can 
use theorems about the integral mean to deduce properties of 
the generalized mean. 
The simplest generalization of M^ (x,w), of the type we 
shall consider, has been studied by B. C. Carlson in his 
.paper "A Hypergeometric Mean Value". The hypergeometrlc 
mean is defined by 
M(t,c;x;w) = [ J* [ Z u^ x^ ]^^ ? (cw,u'for t ^  0 
E 1=1 
n 
M(o,CjXjw) = exp[J In E u.x. P(cw,u')du'] where 
E 1=1 
n-l 
u^  = 1 - E Uj_, E = {(u^ , .. ..,u^ _^ ) I u^  > 0, 1 = 1,2, ...,n} 
1=1 
and P(cw,u') is a particular weight function depending on the 
parameters cw^ ,cw2,...,cw^  (5, Eq. 2.6). M(t,c;X;w) includes 
M^ (x,w) in the limit as c-*0. The properties of the hyper­
geometrlc mean are related to classic Inequalities ..for 
4 
symmetric functions and to Whiteley's inequalities for more 
I 
general symmetric forms (13 and l4). 
¥e are primarily concerned with further generalizations 
of M(tjC;xjw). The first of these is given by 
L(s,t,cjx;w) = [ J* Mg(x,u)p(cw,u')du']^ /^ , for t  ^0, 
E 
L(S,O,C;X;W) = exp [J* In (x,u)P (cw,u')du'] where 
E 
E, P(cw,u') and cware the same as before, ifs,t,c;x;w) 
includes M(t,cjx;w) in the special case s = 1 and includes 
M^ (x,w) both as a limiting case and as the special case s = t. 
All properties of M(t,c;x;w) can be generalized to properties 
of L(s,t,c;x;w). 
Our final generalization is given by 
L(s,t;x) = [ / M^ (x,u)P(u')du'for t ^  0, 
E 
L(S,O;X) = exp [ / In Mg(x,u)P(u')du'] where P(u') can 
E 
be any non-negative function such that J* P(u')du' = 1. 
E 
L(s,t;x) reduces to L(s,t,c;xjw) when we use the weight 
function P(cw,u'). 
All the properties of M(t,cjx;w) and L(s,t,c;x;w) 
which do not depend explicitly upon the weight function 
parameter c, are satisfied by the generalized mean L(s,t;x). 
The main part of this thesis is devoted to demonstrating 
this statement by developing properties of L(s,t;x). The 
usual technique of proof is to. combine properties of Mg(x,u) 
and the integral mean M^ (f,P). We will then give some 
special attention to L(s,t,c;x;w), develop some properties of 
R(-tjcw;x) = M (t,c;x;w), and finally give an account of 
the progress that has.been made in a partially successful 
attempt to prove a conjecture about the dependence of 
M(tjC;x;w) and L(s,t,cjXjw) on c. 
in Chapter II, we discuss elementary properties of the 
L(s,t;x) mean and consider it as a function of. the parameters 
s and t. In Chapter III, we prove that L(s,t;x) satisfies 
some of the classic inequalities, e.g. Holder and Minkowski 
inequalities, and then show that L(s,t;x) satisfies some of 
the inequalities of more recent interest, e.g. the Kantorovich 
inequality. 
In Chapter IV we study the L(s,t,c;x;w) mean. This 
mean is of interest, not only because of its relation to 
the elementary mean, but also owing to its intimate connection 
with many special functions of applied mathematics and 
physics. We show that those properties of M(t,c;xjw) 
which depend explicitly on c can be generalized to properties 
of L(s,t,c;xjw), 
In.Chapter V we develop some properties of the hyper-
geometric function R(-t;cw;x) = M (t,cjx;w). We find new 
representations of R(-t,cw;x) and use these representations 
to examine limiting cases of tht "function. An identity 
6 
Involving R(-N;cw;x) and R(-mjCw;x), for m = 0,1,...,N-1, 
N = 2,3,..., is given. Interesting examples of this 
identity are given in the special cases when R(-Njcwjx) is 
related to a Legendre or Gegenbauer..polynomial. 
In Chapter VI, we use R(-tjcwjx) to prove partially a 
conjecture about M(t,c;x;w) and L(s,t,c;x;w). The conjecture 
is proved for positive integral t and for t < 2. It is 
proved also for all t in two restricted cases: the case of 
two variables with equal weights and the case in which all 
the x's are nearly equal. We conclude the chapter with some 
examples illustrating the utility of.the conjecture. 
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II. BASIC PROPERTIES OP L(s,t;x) 
The generalized mean, L(s,t,x)j is defined in the 
following manner : 
Definition 2.1. L(s,tjx) = [ J Mg(x,u)P(u')du't ^  0, 
E 
L(s,ojx) = exp [ / ln*Mg(x,u)P(u')du'], 
• E-
where s and t can be any real numbers, 
X is the vector (x^ jx^ ,...,x^ ) with x^ >0, i = 1,2,...,n, 
u' is the vector (u^ ,u2,...,u^ _^ ), 
du' = du^ dug.. .dUj^ _^ , 
Un = l-u^ -U2-...-Un_i, 
u is the vector (u^ u^g,...jU^ ), 
E = {u'|u^  > 0, i = 1,2,...,n3, 
P(u') is a real non-negative function defined on E such 
that. / P(u')du' = 1, 
E 
and M (x,u) = [ S u.x®]^ /®, s 0, 
• ni=l 11 
M (x,u) = n x. i . 
° i=l 1 
As we shall demonstrate in Example 2.6.1, with proper 
choice of weight function, L(s,s;x) reduces to Mg(x,w), the 
elementary mean of order s. Among all the means M (x,w) 
_l n  ^
of the form M (x,w) = cp~ E I w.çi(x. )], where cp is any 
• cp i=l 1 1 
function with an inverse cp~^ , only the mean Mg(x,w) is 
homogeneous in the x's (9, Thm. 84). It is easy to see that 
8 
L(s,tjx) is homogeneous, since 
L(s,t;x) = [  J  Mg(k x,u)P(u')du' ] ^ / t  
E 
. = [ J k^Mg(xju)P(u')du'= kL(s,t;x). 
E 
Hence L(s,t;x) belongs to a different class of mean values 
than M^ (xjw). 
Two special cases of L(s,t;x) are particularly interesting. 
These are obtained by putting s or t equal to 1. 
Definition- 2.2. M(tjx) = L(l,t;x)= [ f (x,u)P(u')du' 
E ^  
t^ o, 
M(O;X) = L(l,o;x) = exp[ J*. In M]_(x,u)P(u')du']. 
E 
Definition 2.3. N(s;x) = L(s,l;x^  = J (x,u)P(u')du'. 
E 
An identity for L(s,t;x) which will prove useful is 
(2.1) Lr(8,t;x) = [ r ( Z UixG)t/Gp(u,)au,]r/t 
B 1=1 
E 1=1 
= L(s/r, t/r;x^)j 
for any real number r 0.. 
Special cases of this identity include; 
(2.2) L-l(.s,t;x) = L(-s,-t;l/x), 
obtained by putting r = -1. 
(2.3) L®(s,tjx) = L(l,t/s;x®) = M(t/sjx®), . 
obtained by putting r = s and using Definition 2.2. 
(2.4) Lt(s,t;x) ='L(s/t,l;x^ ) = N(s/t;x^  )., 
obtained by putting r = t and using Definition 2.3. 
A relationship exists between M(t;x) and M(Njx), 
N = 0,1,2,..., which we shall" now establish. 
Theorem 2.1. For any real number t and any vector x with 
max fx^ x^g, .. .,x^ } = < 1, and minfx^ ,x2,... ,xj^ }=x^ j^ >^ 0, 
M^ (t;x)= .E (-t,N)M^ (Njl-x)/Ni, where l-x=(l-x-, ,1-Xo, . . . ,1-x ) 
N=0 
and (-tjN) = (—t)(—t+l),..t+N—l), 
CO ^ 
Proof: Mt(x,u) = [l-M, (l-x,u) 1^ = T, (-t,N)MN(l-x,u)/Nl . 
= ' N=0  ^ _|t| 
since T, (-t,N)M!J(l-x,u)/N! < S ( |t |,N) (l-x . )''/N!= X . , 
N=0 N=0 
this series converges uniformly in u' and we can integrate 
term by term. 
r Mt(x,u)P(u')du' = r ( Z (-t,N)MM(l-x,u)/N!)P(u')du' 
E E N=0  ^
= E [(-t,N)/NIl r M^ (l-x,u)P(u')(3u' 
N=0 E ^  
= Z (-t,N)M^(N;l-x)/Nl. []} 
N=0 • 
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It is of interest to note that the integral L^ (s,t;x) 
converges uniformly in s,t and x for 0 < m < M, i = 1,2, 
...,n, and'-T < t < T. To show the uniform convergence we 
Throughout this thesis []. will be used to indicate the 
end of a proof of a theorem^  lemma or corollary and i |. will 
indicate the end of the proof of part of the theorem, lemma or 
corollary. 
10. . 
use the Weierstrass M-test (l, Thm. l4-19). Since m < 
Mg(xju) < M, we have 
Lt(s,t;x) = ; Mt(x,u)p(u')du' < ; . 
E E 
< max{ra~'^ ,M'^ } J" P(u')du' = niax{m"'^ ,M'^ }. 
E 
As a result of this uniform convergence and the continuity 
of M_(x,u) in s,t,x, and u, L(sjt;x) is continuous in 8,t, 
and X (l, Thm. 14-22), except possibly at t=0. The continuity 
at t=0 is shown in Theorem 2.4. 
¥e now establish that L(s,t;x) has the elementary 
properties of a mean value. 
Theorem 2.2. x .„ < L(s,t;x) < x with equality if, and 
min -  ^ - max 
only if, Xoin = 
Proof: It is clear that x^ ^^  ^< Mg(x,u) < x^ ^^  (9, Thm. l), 
with equality if, and only if, x^ ,^^  = x^ ^^ . Thus 
E E. 
Ï g. 
E 
Theorem 2.3. L(s,tjx) is an increasing function of x, i.e. 
if X. < y. for all i and x. < y. for some j, then L(s,t;x) < 
1 — 1  t )  J  
L(s,tjy). 
Proof: From the definition of M^ (x,u) we see that 
Mg(x,u)< Mg(y,u). Thus [ J' Mg(x,u)P(u:)du']^ /^  
E • 
11 
< [ f Mt(y,u)p(u')du']l/t. D-
E . • . • 
We have considered the behavior of L(s,t;x) with 
..respect to x and now we turn our attention to behavior with 
respect to s and t. 
Theorem 2.4. (a) L(s,tjx) = exp[J In Mg(x,u)P(u')du'] 
E 
= L(SjOjx), i.e. L(s,t;x) is continuous in t at t = 0, 
tS L(s,t;x) = x^ ax^  (c) tjx) = x^ ^^ , 
(d) L(s,tjx) = Xmax' 8^ 5ooL(8,t;x) = x^ in' 
Proof: (a) ,Ji^ (s,t;x)= expCj^ QIn/Mg(x,u)P(u')du'] 
E 
= expC^ Q^ J* inM^ (x,u)M^ (x,u)P(u')du'/ 
E — 
JM^ (x,u)P(u')du'] 
E 
= exp[ J* In M (x,u)P(u')du']. 
' E 
While applying L'Hôpital's rule in the second step, we 
differentiated under the integral sign. This is permissible 
since the integral of the derivative converges uniformly 
(l, Thm. 14-24) for -T < t < T and 0 < m < x^  < M,i = 1,2,..., 
n. To show this, we choose K so that max{|ln m|.,|ln M|} < K, 
then 
I jMg(x,u) In Mg(x,u)P(u')du'| < / Mg(x,u)|ln Mg(x,u)|P(u')du' 
E E 
12 
<K J' Mg(xju)P(u')du' 
E 
"T T 
< K maxim ,M } by our 
remarks on the uniform convergence of the integral L^ (s,tjx). 
Parts (b) and (c) follow from properties of M^ (f,P) < 
(9, p. 143) with f(u) = Mg(x,u). CD. 
Parts (d) and (e) follow from properties of M^ (x,u) 
(9, Thm. 4). g. 
Theorem 2.5. If then 
(a) L(s,tjx) is a.strictly increasing function of t 
and (b) L(s,t;x) is a strictly increasing function of s. 
Proof: (a) If we put f(u) = Mg(x,u), then part (a) is 
a property of M^(f,P)(9, p. l44), with the exceptional case 
occurring if, and only if, x^^ = x^^. 
(b) Since M^ (f,P) is an increasing function of f,it 
suffices to observe that f = Mg(x,u) is a strictly increasing 
function of s unless x^ ^^  = x^  ^(9, Thm. l6). [] . 
Corollary 2.5.1. If x^ ^^  > x^ ,^ L(s,t;x) > N(s;x) for 
t > 1 and L(s,t;x) < N(sjx) for t < 1. 
Proof; This is an immediate consequence of the 
preceding theorem and the definition of N(s;x) = L(s,l;x).[]. 
Corollary 2.5.2. If > x^ ,^ L(s,t;x) > M(tjx) for 
s > 1 and L(s,t;x) < M(t;x) for x < 1. 
Proof; This is an immediate consequence of the pre-
y N ' ' 
ceding theorem and the definition of M(tjx) = L(l,t;x). (J. 
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The following theorem shows that the elementary mean 
Mg(x,w) Is a special case of the general mean L(s,tjx); the 
weights w = (w^ jWg,...jW^ ) are the "natural weights" asso­
ciated with the weight function P(u'). We also have a 
corollary which improves upon Theorem 2.2 by providing bound's 
for L(s,tjx) in terms of Mg(x,w) and M^ (x,w). 
We define the "natural weights" by 
Definition. 2.4. w^  ^ = J u^ P(u')du', 1 = 1,2, ...,n. 
E 
Theorem 2.6. If w denotes the natural weights, then 
L(s,s;x) = Mg(x,w). 
Proof: L(S,S;X) = [ J'(x,u)P(u')du' 
E 
= [ r S u.x^ P(u')du']^ /^  
= [ L X? Q. 
1=1 
Example 2.6.1. The generalized beta function B(b^ ,b2,...,b^ ) 
(15, p. 258) is given by 
B(b^ ,b2,...,bj^ ) = r(b^ ) r(b2)...r(b^ )/ r(b]^ +b2+...+b^ ) 
•n brl 
: = J' n. U. du', 
E 1=1 
where the notation is the same as in the definition of L(s,t;x 
n b. -1 
Using P(u') =. n u. /Gfb./bn,...,b ) in Theorem 2.6, we 
1=1 1 
have 
\ 
14 
= J'u^ P(u'.)du' = B(b^ ,.. .,b^ -l, .. .,b^ )/B(b^ , .. .,b^ ) 
 ^ r (b^ +l) r (b^ +bg+.'.+b^ ) 
~ r(bi ) r(l^ i+b2+... +b^ 4-l ) 
h 
~.b^ T5^ +777+E~ for 1 - 1,2,...,n. 
Thus, given a set of weights w., i = 1,2,...^ n, the 
n . w.c-1 
choice P(u') = n u. /B(cw.,cWg,...,cw ) causes L(s,s;x 
1=1 • 
to reduce to Mg(x,w). This is not the only .choice of P(u') 
which will cause L(s,sjx) to reduce to M_(x,w) but it is an 
interesting choice as we shall see in Chapters IV and VI. 
Corollary 2.6.1. If w^ = J u^P(.u')du', i = 1,2, . . .,n, then 
E 
L(l,l;x) = M^ (x,w) = M^ (l;x) = N(l,-x). , 
Proof: This is a result of Theorem 2.6 and the • 
definitions of M(t;x) and N(s;x). - 0 • 
Corollary 2.6.2. Let w^  ^ = J" u^ P(u')du' for i = 1,2,.. .,n.' 
E 
If Xmay > t > s, then Mg(x,w) < L(s,t;x) < M^ (x,w). 
The inequalities are reversed if t < s. 
Proof: From Theorem 2.5 we have that L(s,t;x) is an -
increasing function of each of the parameters s and t. 
Hence, applying Theorem 2.6, if t > s, 
Mg(x,w) = L(S,S;X) < L(s,t;x) < L(t,t;x) = M^ (x,w), 
with reversed inequalities if t < s. Q. 
We observe that this corollary improves the result of 
Theorem 2.2, since the elementary mean is bounded by x 
15 
and Xmln' 
In preparation for Lemma 2.7.1, we make the following 
definitions: 
Definition 2.5. A function f(x) is said,to be convex on the 
interval I = (a,b) if iCf(x) + f(y)l > f([xtyl/2) for all 
x,y in I (9, p. 70). 
Definition 2.6. A positive function f(x) is said to be log 
convex on the interval I = (a,b) if In f(x) is convex (2, p'.7) 
(Artin (2, Thm. 1.4) shows that a function is convex if, and , 
only if, it has monotonically increasing one-sided deriva­
tives.) 
Lemma 2.7.1. If f^ (r,u) is continuous in u and is twice 
differentiable and log convex in r, then [ J  f(r,u)P(u)du]^  
E 
is log convex in r for r > 0. 
Proof: If f^ (r,u) is twice differentiable and log 
convex in r, then [f^ (r,u)]^ /^  = f(r,u) is log convex in 1/r 
for r > 0 (9, Thm. 119). Since f(r,u) is continuous in u and 
is log convex in 1/r, [ f(r,u),P(u)du is log convex in 1/r 
E 
(2, p. 9). Hence . [J f(r,u)P(u)du]^  is log convex 
E 
in r for r > 0 (9, Thm. 119). Q 
Theorem 2.7. (a) L®(s,t;x) is log convex in s for s/t > 0 
or t = 0 and (b) L^ (s,t;x) is log convex in t.  ^
Proof: (a) For t / 0, L®(s,t;x) = [J* (x,u)P(u')du'. 
t  ^Put y^  = x^ , i = 1,2,...,n, and r = s/t to obtain 
l6 
Ce 
[ J* M^ (y,u)P^ (u'j)du'Since M^ (y,u) is log convex in 
E 
r(9j Thm. 87), the lemma implies [ J Mp(y,u)P(u)du] is 
E 
log convex in r for r = s/t > 0. But if a function is log 
convex in r, then it is also log convex in tr for any real 
number t ^  0 (2, Thm. I.IO). Hence [ J M^ (y,u)P(u')du' 
E ' t 
is log convex in tr = s. On replacing y^  by x^ ,^ i=l,2, ...,n, 
this implies that L®(s,t;x) is log convex in s, for t^ O and 
s/t > 0. ' '^  . 
For t = 0, L(s;o;x) = expCJ In Mg(x,u)P(u')du'] and 
E . 
L®(s,o;x) = exp[ J'.ln Mg(x,u)P(u')du']. Since In Mg(x,u) 
E . 
is a convex function of s (9, Thm. 87'), j In Mg(x,u)P(u')du' 
is a convex function of s and L (s,o;x) is log convex in s.CTJ 
,(b) L^(s,t;x) is log convex in t since M^(f,P) is log 
convex in t(9, Thm. 197) and L^(s,t;x) has this form with 
f(u) = M^(x,u). Q. 
17 
III. INEQUALITIES FOR L(s,t;x) 
Now that we have established some of the properties of 
L(s,t;x) with respect to the -parameters s and t, we shall 
turn our attention to generalizations of standard inequalities. 
Theorem 3.1. (Minkowski) Let x and y be vectors with x^  > 0 
and >0, (i = 1,2,...,n). Then 
L(s,t;x4-y) < L(8,t;x) + L(s,t;y) for s,t >1 
and 
L(s,t;x+y) > L(s,t;x) +L(s,tjy) for s,t <1, 
•unless s = t = 1 or x^  = ky^  (i = 1,2,...,n), in which cases 
equality holds. 
Proof: By Minkowski's inequality for M^ (x,u) {9, Thm. 24), 
we have Mg(x+y,u) < Mg(x,u) + M^ (y,u) for s > 1 (with 
reversed inequality if s < l) unless x^  = ky^ , in which case 
equality holds. Now, Minkowski's inequality for M^ (f,P) 
(9, Thms. l86 and 198), with f(u) = Mg(x,u) and g(u) = 
Mg(y,u) gives our result. If equality holds for both the 
e l e m e n t a r y  m e a n  a n d  t h e  I n t e g r a l  m e a n ,  t h e n  e i t h e r  8 = 1  
and t = 1 or else x^  ^ = ky^ , which is equivalent to f(u) = 
kg(u). D-
The following notational definitions are needed for the 
next theorem. Let x = (x^ ,x2,...,x^ ), y = 
and let p be any real number. Define: 
Definition 3.1. xy = (x^ y^ ,xgyg,..., x^ y^ ). 
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Definition 3.2'. = (xP,x|,...,xP). 
Theorem 3.2. . (Holder) Let x and y be vectors with x^  > 0 
and y^  > 0 (i = 1,2, ...,n), and let p and q be- real numbers 
. greater than unity such that 1/p + 1/q = 1. Then 
L(s,tjxy) < L^ /P(s,t;xP)L^ ^^(s,t;y^) for s,t > 0 
and 
L(s,tjxy) > L^ /9(8,t;xP)L^ /^ (s,t;y9) for s,t < 0, 
unless 8 = t = 0 or x^  = ky^  (i = 1,2,...,n), in which cases 
equality holds. 
Proof: Holder's inequality for Mg(x,u) (9, Thm. 12) 
gives M (xy,u) < M (x,u)M (y,u) for s > 0 (with reversed S SP BCJ 
inequality if s < O) unless x^  = ky^ , in which case equality 
holds. Raising both sides to the t-th power and multiplying 
by P(u') yields 
r M^ (xy,u)P(u')du' < T Mq/^(xP,u)P^ /P(u')M^/^(y^^u)P^ /^(u')du 
E E 
for s . t > 0. We apply Holder's integral inequality (9, 
Thm. l88) to obtain 
J M"^ (xy,u)P(u')du' < Cj* Mq(xP,u)P(u')du' ]^ /P 
E E 
• [f Mt(yS,u)P(u')du']l/% 
E ® • 
for s • t > 0, t ^  0. Equality holds throughout the proof 
if, and only if, x^  = ky^  which is equivalent <to (x^ ,u) = 
k^ Mg(y^ ,u). 
We get the desired result, for t ^  0, by taking the t-th 
root of both sides of the last inequality. 
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For t = Oj 8 > 0, we have 
L(s,o;xy) = expCf In M (xy,u)P(u')du'] 
E ® 
< exp [J In Mg/P(xP,u)Ml/%(y^,u)P(u')du'] 
E 
< exp [r (l/p)ln M (xP,u)P(u')du'+/ (l/q)ln M 
E s E s 
(y^ ,u)P(u' )du' ] 
= L^ /P(sjo;xP)L^ /^ (s,ojy^ ), 
unless x^  = ky^ . The inequality is reversed if s < 0. Q 
The following theorem gives both the preceding ones in 
single statement. The proof relies primarily, on the . 
Minkowski inequality and uses Holder's inequality for a 
special case. We shall need the following notation for thi 
theorem. 
Let X = 
rxii x^ 2 • 
"•ml 
X In 
X 
mn 
T 
and let X be the transpose 
of X. 
Definition 3.3. M„(X,p) = ([ E p.x^ p]^ /^  
 ^ j=l J J-L j=l J ' 
Definition 3.4. L(s,t;X'^ ) = ([J_( % u^ x^ )^^ /^ P(u')du']^ /^  
n 
S
E i=l 
( Z U.xS )t/8p(u,)du']l/t) _ 
E i=l ^ -
(Similar definitions are-to be understood if r, s, or t 
vanishes.) 
Theorem 3.3. (Jessen, Ingham) Let X = 
1^1 ^ 12 ••• ^ In 
L^ l x. mn 
be 
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given with x.. > 0 (l < i < m, 1 < j.< n). Let p = (p,, 
 ^ . ~ m~ 
Pg^  • • • jPhj) such that p^  > 0 and Z pj = 1. Then, for 
real numbers r, s and t. 
L(s,t;M^ (X,p)) < M^ (L(s,t;X ),p), r < 8,t 
and ' 
L(s,t;M^ (X,p)) > M^ (L(s,t;X^ ),p), r > 8,t, 
with equality if, and only if, = a^ bj. 
• Proof; Using Equation 2.1, lF(s,tjM (X,p)) = 
L(s/r, t/r; M^ (X,p)). The row vector M^ (X,p) can be written 
as a sum of row vectors : 
• r m y m m 
M^ (X,p) = 
, r • r r \  ^
where = (x^ ,^ Xj2,...,Xj^ ). Applying Minkowski's • 
inequality. Theorem 3.1, we have, for s/r, t/r > 1, 
L^ (s,tjM (X,p)) < % p L(s/r,t/r;y^ )= E p L^ (s,t;y') 
 ^ j=l  ^  ^ j=l  ^ J 
with reversed inequality if s/r, t/r < 1 and equality,if, 
and only if, the vectors y^  are proportional, i.e. if, and 
only if j = a^ bj. Taking the r-th root of both sides 
gives us the desired result for r / 0. Holder's inequality. 
Theorem 3.2, is a statement of this theorem for r = 0, and 
Minkowski's inequality. Theorem 3.1, can be recovered from 
Theorem 3.3 by putting r = 1. []. 
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The JesBen-Ingham Inequality for the elementary means 
(9, Thm. 26)  and Theorem 3.3 for a combination of the 
elementary mean and the L(s,t;x) mean bring us to consider an 
Inequality of this type ..for two L(s,tjx) means. Before 
proceeding to such an inequality we shall need the following 
lemma. " . 
Lemma 3.4. (Jessen, Ingham) Let the set of positive 
functions [f\(x)}^_^ be given with weights such that 
n 
Z p. = 1 and p. > 0, i = 1,2,...,n. Let q(x) > 0 be such 
1=1 
that.J qC.x) dx = 1. If r and s are real numbers with r < s, 
then I 
C/q(x)( S p.fr(x))S/rdx]l/G < ,[ S Pi(Jq(x)fB(x)dx)r/G]l/r 
i=l 1 1 i=l • ^ 
with equality if, and only if, f^(x) = k^g(x), i = 1,2,...,n. 
The direction of the inequality is reversed if s < r. (The 
inequality .is extended to the cases when r = 0 or s = 0 by 
r ^ r 1/r n p. interpreting [ Z p^a.] ' as n a. when r = 0 and inter-
i=l ^ ^  i=l ^ 
preting [Jq(x)b^(x)dx]^/^ as expEj In b(x)q(x)dx] when s = 0.) 
Proof: First we assume s > r > 0 and put s/r = k > 1, 
A. (x) = p.f^(x). Then [Jq(x)( Z A. (x))Kdx]^/^ 
i=l 
< Z [•J'q(x)A^(x)dx]^^^ by Minkowski's inequality (9 ,  Thm. 198)  
i=l ^ 
with equality if, and only if, the A's are proportional, 
i.e. A^(x) = p^a^g^(x). Taking the r-th root gives us' the 
desired inequality for r > 0. 
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If r < s and r < 0, then s/r = k < 1 and Minkowski's 
Inequality is reversed. Taking the r-th root again reverses 
the inequality to give the desired result for r < 0. (if 
s = 0, we apply a special form of Minkowski's inequality 
(9, Thm. 186).) 
If s < r, the change in value of k = s/r reverses the 
direction of Minkowski's inequality a%d hence reverses the 
, final inequality for r ^  0." (For r = 0, the result is an 
immediate application of Holder's inequality (9, Thm. I89).)[]. 
Armed with this lemma and using the notation Lp(s,t;x)' 
to indicate the L(s,tjx) mean with weight function P(u'), we 
are prepared to state and prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. (Jessen, Ingham) If > 0, (l < i < m, 
1 5 j < n), s', t'J s,t are real numbers with min{s',t'} > 
max {s,t}, then 
Lp(s,t;Lg,(s',t';X)) > Lg(8',t';Lp(s,t;xT)) 
with equality if, and only if, x^^ = a^bj. By interchanging 
P with Q, X withX*^, and (s',t') with (s,t), we see that the 
inequality is reversed if max Cs',t'} < min {s,t}. 
Proof; Theorem 3.3 with s', t' > s gives us the 
inequality: 
Lp(s,tjLQ(s',t';X)) = [; Mt[LQ(8',t';X),u]P(u')au']l/t 
E 
with equality if, and only if, x^^^ = a^bj,(l - i < m,l < j < 
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.. Now the Jessen-Ingham inequality for two Integral means 
(9, Thm. 203) gives, for t' > t, 
• [f I^^s',t';Mg(xT,u))P(u')du']l/t 
= [J {J"m^|[M_(X^,U),W] Q(w')dw'}t/t!p(ui)du']l/t ' • 
EE 
EE 
with equality If = ^^bj. Now, using Lemma 3,4 with t = s 
and s' = r, we have, for s' > t, 
C/ rj Mt,[M_(xT,u),w]P(u')du'}t'/tQ(n')dw']l/t' 
• E E ® ®  ,  
> [/ M^(X^,u)P(u' )du' )dw' 
E ® E ® 
= LQ(s',t';Lp(s,tjX'^)), 
with equality if = a^bj, (l < 1 < m, 1 - j < n). Reading 
through all the inequalities gives us the desired result. Q. 
Another inequality which has received considerable 
attention recently is orie due to Kantprovlch. This inequality 
holds for L(s,t;x) and we shall prove it by means of an 
inequality due to B. C. Rennie. 
Theorem 3.5. (Rennie) Let 0 < A < < B, 1 = 1,2,...,n. 
Then, if t ^ 0, 
L^(s,t;x)+AS^L"''^(s,-t;x)=L^(s,t;x)+A^BV(-s,tjl/x)<A^+B^, 
with equality if, and only if, x^^ = A or x^ = B, i = 1,2, 
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Proof: The equality between the first and second 
members is seen by Equation 2.2, L(-s,tjl/x) = L~^(s-t;x). 
To obtain the inequality we notice that Mg(x,u) is bounded 
between A and B and, following Rennie (ll, 982), we 
consider 
(M^(x,u) - A^)(l - B^M;^(X,U))P(U') < 0, (t ^  0). 
Integrating and rearranging gives 
R M^(x,u)P(u')du'+A^B R^ M;T(x,u)P(u' )du' < aVb^. 
E ® E ® 
Equaility holds if, and only if, M^(x,u) = A^ or M^(x,u) = B^, b b 
i.e. if, and only if, x^ = A or x^ = B, i = l,2,...,n. [] . 
We shall now state and prove the extension of Kantorovich's 
inequality to L(s,tjx). 
Theorem 3.6. (Kantorovich (3, 608) ) If t > 0 and 0 <, A ,5 
Xj_ < B, 1 = 1,2,... ,n, then 
1 < L(s,t;x)/L(s,-tjx)= L(,s,tjx)L(---s,t;l/x) . ; 
with equality on the left if, and only if, = x^^ and 
equality on the right if, and only if, A = B. . 
Proof: The left inequality is due to the fact that 
L(s,tjx) is a strictly increasing function of t. Theorem 
2.5 (a), unless = %mln-
The equality between the second and the third members 
is due to Equation 2.2, L~^(s,-t;x) = L(-s,t;l/x). 
To- obtain tj-a right hand inequality we start with 
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Rennie's inequality. Theorem 3.5, 
L^Cs,t;x) + A^B^L""'^(s,-tjx) < 
Dividing by 2 and applying the inequality of the arithmetic 
and geometric means to the left side, we find 
CL(s,t;x)A(s,-tjx)]^< (AVB^ )%AV 
< [(aVB^)/21[(A"VB-^)/21. 
Taking the t-th root gives the desired inequality. If 
A = B, we have equality at each step of the proof; if 
A ^ B, then the conditions for equality from Rennie's 
. Inequality Imply strict Inequality of the arithmetic and . 
geometric means. Q 
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ly. L(s,t,G;x;w), AN EXAMPLE OF AN L(s,t;x) MEAN 
In Chapters II and III we considered a generalized mean 
L(s,t;x). A case of particular,interest is the generalized 
hypergeometric mean L(s,t,cjx;w}, obtained by making a 
special choice of the weight function P(u'). 
Definition 4.1. . L(s,t,c;x;w)= [J* Mg(x,u)P(cw,u')du']^/^,t^O, 
£ 
L(s,o,CjXjw)= exp[r In M_(x,u)p(ow,u')du'], 
E ® 
where s and t can be any real numbersj 
c is a real number greater than zero, 
X is the vector (x^^xg,.. .,x^) with Xj^> 0,1=1,2, .. .,n, 
w is the vector (w^jWg,..,,w^) with Z w^=l and 
1=1 
Wji^ ^ 0, 1 = 1,2,**.,n, 
u' is the vector (u^,u2,...,u^_^), 
du' = du^dug.. .dUj^_^, 
u^ = l-Ui-U2-...-u^_l, 
u is the vector (u^,U2,...,u^), 
E = {u'l Uj ^ 0,i=.l,2,.,.,n}, 
n w.c-1 
P(cw,u') = n u. /B(cw), 
1=1 1 
B(cw) = B(CW^ ,CW2,...,cw^) = r(cw^)r(cw2).. . r(cw^)/r(c) 
We also define 
Definition 4.2. M(t,c;x;w) = L(l,t,c;x;w), 
Definition 4.3. N(s,cjx;w) = L(s,l,c;x;w). 
We observe that the iV's,t,c;x;w) mean is an L(s,t;x) 
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mean with weight function P(cw,u'). We used this weight 
function in Example 2.6.1 to show that the elementary mean 
Mg(x,w) is a special case of the L(s,t;x) mean. That 
example shows that f u.P(cw,u')du' = w., i = 1,2,...,n, 
the natural weights associated with the weight function 
P(cw,u') are just the parameters w. The L(s,t>cjx;w) mean 
will be seen to have a close connection with hypergeometric 
functions and hence we shall occasionally refer to P(cw,u') 
as the hypergeometric weight function. 
Example 4.0.1. The arithmetic-geometric mean of Gauss (4, 
p. 10),i^(a^,b^), is a special case of the L(s,t,c;x;w) mean. 
This mean is the common limit of the pair of sequences with 
1. 
general terms a^^^ = and b^^^ = = 0,1,2.. 
To see that7//(a^,b^) is a special case of the L(s,t,c;xjw) 
mean, we consider 
2 
L(2,-l,l;a^,bj J^|,|)= TTCJ [a^u+b^(l-u).]"2[u(l-u) ]"2du]"^ 
o 
= (f)[J ^  [b^sin^0+a^cos^0]"^d0]"^. 
c: Q u a 
p p 
Under the substitution sin cp = (a^-i-b^)8in e cos eCa^cos 0 
+b^sin2e]"2 (12, p. 15), it can be shown that 
L ( 2 , - 1 , 1  ja^ , b ^ j • g , ' 2 )  =  L ( 2 , - 1 , 1  j j ' 2 , 2 ' ) ^  n  =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  
Hence L(2,-1,l,-a^,b^;|,i) = L(2,-l,l;a^,b^;i,i) 
Gauss showed that the theory of elliptic functions could be 
founded on?^?(a^,b^). 
Since the L(s,t,c;x;w) mean is a special case of the 
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L(s,t;x) mean, all the results of Chapters II and III hold 
for L(s,t,c;x;w). However, with this particular weight 
function, we can establish some new results and'extend some 
of the old ones. In our first theorem we find some limiting 
values of L(s,t,c;x;w). 
Theorem 4.1. (a) L(s,t,cjx;w) = Mg(x,w) 
and (b) L(s,t,c;x;w) =M^Cx,w). 
Proof: We use Equation 2.3, L®(s,t,c;xjw) = 
M(t/s,c;x®jw), and the limiting properties of M(t,c;xjw) 
(5, Thm. l) to obtain 
L(s,t,c;xjw) = M^/'®(t/s,c;x®;w) 
= M^/®(x®,w) = Mg(x,w), 
L(s,t,Cjx;w) = Ml/S(t/8,G;xG;w) 
= M^y^(x ,w) = M^(x,w). Q . 
These limiting values are of added interest since 
Corollary 2.6.2 shows that 
(4.1) Mg(x,w) = L(s,t,c;x;w)<L(s,t,c;xjw) 
< L(s,t,c;x;w)-= M^fxjw) 
if X . > X . and t > s, with reversed inequalities.if t < s. 
max / min -
Theorem 4.2. B(cw)L^(s,t,cjx;w) is a strictly log convex 
function of c and is a decreasing function of c. 
Proof; Since M^(u,w) is a twice differentiable, log 
t p n _i 
convex function of c, ' J *  (x,u)M^(u,w) n  u^ du' is log convex 
E i=l 
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(2j p. 7). Since M^(u,w) < 1, M°(u,w) is a decreasing 
function of c and hence B(cw) L^(s,t^cjx;w) is a decreasing 
function of c. []. 
Corollary 4.2.1. B(cw) is a log convex function of c and is 
a decreasing function of c. 
Proof: Put t = 0 or = 1, i = 1,2,...,n, in Theorem 
4.2. 0. 
Corollary 4.2:2. For t.> 1, B(cw) L(s,t,c;xjw) is log convex 
in c and is a decreasing function of c. 
Proof: We will use the facts that a log convex function 
to any positive power is log convex and that the product of 
. two log convex functions is log convex. 
B(CW) is log convex in c by Corollary 4.2.1, so 
t— 1 B " (cw) is log convex in c for t > 1. Now, Theorem 4.2 
implies that B^"^(cw)B(cw)L^(s,t,c;xjw) = B^(cw)L^(s,t,c;x;w) 
and B(CW)L(S,t,e;x;w) are log convex in c for t > 1. r i. 
Using the facts that a positive decreasing function to 
a positive power is a decreasing function and that the product 
•of two positive decreasing functions is decreasingj-we make 
an exactly parallel argument to show that B(cw)L(s,t,cjxjw) 
is a decreasing function of c. D* 
We now consider an identity which involves all the 
parameters of the hypergeometrie mean and which can be used 
to extend Holder's inequality. 
Theorem 4.3. (Euler) L(s,t>cjl/x;w) = M°®^^(x,w)[L(5, 
- t - c s , c ; x j w ) f o r  t  ^  0 .  
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Proof: We use the Euler transformation for M(t,c;l/x;w) 
(5, Thm. 6), 
M(t,c;l/x;w) = [M(-t-c,c;x;w) 
Replace t by t/s and x by x^, and then use Equation 2.3, 
L®(s,t,c;l/x;w) = M(t/s,cjl/x®;wj, to obtain 
L®(s,t,c;l/x;w) = M°®'^^(x®,w) c;x®jw) 
= MQ^^Cx®,w)[L®(s,-t-cs,c;x;w)]~^"®®'^^. 
The desired result Is obtained by taking the s-th root of 
both sides. 0 • 
Interesting special cases include the following 
corollaries. 
Corollary 4.3.1. L(s,-cs,c;x;w) = L(-t/c,t,c;x;w)=MQ(x,w). 
Proof: Put t = -cs or s = -t/c In Theorem 4.3. []. 
— 1 
Corollary 4.3.2. L(s,-cs-l,c;l/x,w)=[M° (x,w)N(s,c;x;w)](c+1) 
— 1 
and,In particular, L(l,-c-l,cJ1/x;W)= [M^ (X,W)M^ (X,W)](C+1). 
Proof; Put t=l In Theorem 4.3, replace x by 1/x and 
rearrange. Prom Definition 4.3 we see that L(s, 1,c;x;.w) = 
N(s,cjXjw), and by Corollary 2.6.1, L(l,l,c;xjw) = 
N(l,cjx;w) =M^(x,w). [] . 
We note that the Euler transformation for M(t,cjx;w) can 
be recovered from Theorem 4.3 by putting 8=1 and observing 
that L(l,t,cjxiw) = M(t,c;x;w). 
Theorem 4.4. (Holder) Let x and y be vectors with x^,y^> 0, 
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( i  =  1 , 2 , l e t  c  >  0  a n d  l e t  p  a n d  q  b e  r e a l  n u m b e r s  
such that p, q > 1 and 1/p + 1/q = 1. Then 
L(s,t,c;xy;wj < L^/P(8,t,c;xP;w)L^/^(s,t,c;x^;w), for s,t > 0 
or s < 0, t/s < -Oj with reversed inequality•if s,t < 0 or 
s > 0, t/s < -c, unless s = t = 0 or = ky^, (i = 1,2,...,n), 
in which cases equality holds. 
Proof: The cases when s,t > 0 or s,t < 0 are immediate 
applications of Holder's inequality for L(s,t;x), Theorem 3.2. 
The remaining cases are covered by Theorem 3.2 after we make 
an Euler transformation. Hence the conditions of equality are 
the same here as in Theorem 3.2. • i 
If s < 0 and t/s < -c, then -t-cs <0, t > ,0 and 
-1-cs/t < 0. By the Euler transformation. Theorem 4.3, 
L(s,t,cjxy;w) = M°^(l/xy,w) [L(s,-t-cs, c; 1/xyj w) . 
Now we apply Holder's inequality for L(s,t;x), remembering 
that -1-cs/t <0, and reapply the Euler transformation 
cs cs 1 _1 
L(s,t,c;xyjw)<M^(-i-,w)M^^(-i-,w)[LP(s,-t-cs,c;-^;w)L^(s, 
. x^ Y x^ 
1 1 •. •• 
= L^(s,t,cjxP;w)L^(s,t,cjy^;w). 
If s > 0 and t/s < -c, then -t-cs >0, t < 0, and 
X 
-1-cs/t < 0. . Thus Holder's inequality for L(s,-t-cs,c;-—jw) 
is reversed and 
L(S, t,c;xy;w) > L^'^P(s,t,c;xP;w)L^'^^(s,t,c;y'^;w). Q. 
This extension of Holder's inequality for L(s,t,c;x;w) • 
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by means of the Euler transformation leads one to attempj: a 
similar extension of Minkowski's Inequality. This attempt 
has been made but no simple extension of Minkowski's Inequality 
has been found. A brief discussion of the reasons for this 
may be of Interest. 
We recall that Euler's transformation, 
L(s,t,c;xjw) = M°®/^(l/x,w)[L(s,-t-cs,cjl/xjw)]"^"^-/^, 
o 
involves changing L(s,t,cjx;w) into a product of functions, 
raised to powers, with a change in the exponents of (x). 
Holder's inequality is of exactly this form and lends itself 
nicely to extensions by means of this transformation. 
Minkowski's inequality involves a sum of functions rather 
than a product and an additive change in the variable (x) 
rather than a change of exponents. Furthermore, the powers 
of the compared functions are all unity. Mixing these two 
forms of relationships destroys any possibility of an 
• • i-
elegant inequality. 
• n w. c 
By using the hypergeometric weight function, IT u. / 
1=1 ^  
B(cw), we have added Euler's transformation and the 
resulting extension of Holder's inequality. .The properties 
for L(s,t,cjx;w) which depend on s and t have been discussed 
more generally for L(s,tjx). In Corollary 4.2.2 we have 
"t" information about the behavior of B(cw) L (s,t,cjXjw) with 
respect to c but the behavior of L(s,t,c;x;w) with respect 
to c has been more difficult to obtain. 
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A question of principal interest has been to investigate 
whether L(s,t,c;x;w) is an increasing or decreasing function . 
" of c for fixed values of s and t. We shall show (Theorem 4.5) 
that it suffices to consider the special case L(l,tjC;x;w) = 
M(t,c;xj.w). Our basic conjecture has been: fiyi(t,c;x;w) is, an increasing function of c for 
t <1 
M(t,c;x;w) is a decreasing function of c for 
t > 1. 
This conjecture is the simplest guess about the behavior of 
M(t,cjXjw) which satisfies the theorems we have already proven. 
Before listing these pertinent theorems, we shall show that 
if Conjecture A holds for M(t,o;x;w), then a similar result 
holds for L(s,tjCjx;w). 
Theorem 4.5. If Conjecture A holds and s ^ 0, then 
L(s,t,c;xjw) is an increasing function of c 0, for t < s, 
and a decreasing function of c > 0, for t > s. 
Proof; Using Conjecture A and Equation 2.3, L(s,t,cjx;w) 
= M^/^(t/s,c;x^jw), we obtain 
(a) for s > 0, t/s > 1, L(s,t,cjXjw) decreases in c, 
(b) for s > 0, t/s < 1, L(s,t,c;x;w) increases in c, 
(c) for s <0, t/s > 1,L(s,t,c;x;w) increases in c, 
and (d) .for s < 0, t/s < 1, L(s,t,c;x;w) decreases in c. 
These four sets of conditions are rewritten more simply in 
the statement of the theorem. []. 
Conjecture A is compatible with several earlier results. 
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Corollary 2.6.1 tells us that M(l,cjXjw) = M^(x,w), which is 
constant in c. Equation 4.1, with s = 1, states that 
ci» M(t,c;x;w) < M(t,cjx;w) < M(t,c;x;w) 
for t > 1, with reversed inequalities for t < 1. In the most 
optimistic manner, we have made Conjecture A. 
The corollaries to Euler's theorem give us two more bits 
of related information, namely. Corollary 4.3.1 states that 
M(-c,cjxjw) = MQ(X,W) and Corollary 4.3.2 implies that 
L(l,-c-l,c;x;w) = M(-c-l,cjxjw) = [M°(x,w)M_^(x,w)]^/(°^^). 
Comparing these for t = -c-1, we have 
.:M(-C-1.Q+1;X;W) \(X,W.) 
M(-C-1,C,-X;W) [M°(X,W)M^ 3_(X,W)]VIC+1) 
MQ(x,W) l/(c+l) 
> 1, 
M_^(x,wj_ 
since M^(x,w) > M_^(x,w). This result also is consistent with 
Conjecture A. In the next chapter we will develop some 
properties of R(-t,cw;x) = (t,c;x;w). These properties. 
will be used in Chapter VI to establish Conjecture A in part. 
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V. SOME PROPERTIES OF R(-t;cw;x) 
In our work toward establishing Conjecture A, it has 
been convenient to use the function ]^(-t;cwjx) given by 
Definition 5.1. R(-tjCw;x) = M^(t,G;x;w), 
where t is any real number, 
c is a positive real number, 
X is the vector (x^^Xg,...,x^),x^> 0, i = 1,2,...,n, 
w is the vector (w.,wp,...,w ), E w. = 1, w. > 0, 
n 1=1 
i — l,2,«,«,n« 
R(-tjcW|x) was introduced by B. C. Carlson, who gives the 
integral representation we have been using (6, Eq. 7.I0). 
We shall first list some known properties of R(-tjcw;x) 
and then, starting with Theorem 5.3^ we shall develop new 
properties of R(-t;cwjx). 
We have some useful representations of R(ajcwjx). In 
these representations we shall make use of the fact that 
R(a;cw;x) is homogeneous in x of degree -a to limit our 
discussions to 0 < x^^ < 1, i = 1,2, ....,n. In the following 
representations we use the notation (a,N) = a(a+l)... 
(a+N-l) for any positive integer N and (a,0) = 1. 
0° œ (a,mn+...+m^)(cw.,m. )...(cw ,m ) 
R(a;ow;x) = 
m  ^
• (l-x^) ...(l-x^) 
(5.2) R(ajCWjx) = E (a,N)R(-N;cw;l-x)/NI 
N=0 
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(We note that this is a special case of Theorem 2.1.) 
Equation 5.1 is related to Equation 5.2 by 
(5.3) R{-N;ow;x)=-^) Z ! ! ! ' ••• ^=1" • 
where the summation is over all non-negative integers 
m^^mg,...,m^ whose.sum is N, 
These equations do not depend on the integral form of 
R(ajCWjx) and they hold for any complex number a, any complex 
c, (except c = 0,-1,-2^...), any complex weights w^,Wg,''' 
whose sum is unity and any complex x^ with jl-x^"! < 1 and • 
|arg xi I <• IT,, i'= 1,2, ... ,n. In fact, since Equation 5.3 
shows that R(-N;cwjx) is a polynomial in the x^, i = 1,2,..., 
n, of degree N, it holds for any complex vector x. 
Before proving, the Binomial Theorem for R(-N.;cw;x) 
we make the following definition. 
Definition 5.2. For any vector x and any scalar x, 
X + \ = (XT+X, XG+X,...,X.+X). 
N 
Theorem 5.1. (Binomial) R(-N;cw;x+;\)= S (^)X^"^R(-m;cw;x). 
m=0 ™ 
Proof: 
R(-N;cw;x+X)= J [ S u.(x.+X)]^P(cw,u')du' 
E i=l ^  ^ 
n .T 
= J* [X + S u.x. ] P(cw,u' )du' 
E i=l ^. 
= I Z (^)X^'"°^[ Z u.x.fp(cw,u')du' 
E ra=0 1=1 ^  ^  
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= S [ s. u.x. ]"V (cw,u')du' , 
m=0 E 1=1 1 1 . • 
N 
= S (^)X^""^R(-iiij cwjx). 
m=0 
The quantities x and X may be complex. Also, by analytic 
continuation, this result may be extended to any complex w 
and c for which both sides are well defined. []. 
In order to develop our next property of R(-t;cw;x), 
we need a generating function for R(-N;cw;x) (l4, p. 50). 
We observe that 
-w.c ® x^s^ 
(l-x. s) = E (cw. ,m) —f— fo:" |x. s| <1, i = 1,2,... ,n. 
• m=0' 1 m. . 1 
n -w. c n 00 m. m. 
Thus n (l-x.s) = n Z (cw.,m.)'x. s /m.I 
i = l  ^  i = l  m j _ = 0  1 1 1  1  
N=0 .1 ' ' 
where the last summation is over all non-negative integers m 
whose sum is N. Finally, using Equation 5.3j we obtain 
n — w. c 00 TT 
(5.4) n (1-x.s) ^ = E 8^(o,N)R(-N;cw;x)/NI, 
i=l . N=0 
( I Xjj^ s I < 1, i = 1,2,.••,n). 
The series converges absolutely and uniformly for |x^| < §, 
i = 1,2,...,n, where §|s| < 1. 
Equation 5.4 gives R(-Njcw;x) for N.=.0,1,2,..., any 
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complex vectors x and w, and any complex c, except c = 0^-1, 
...,-N+l. The following examples are of particular interest. 
Example 5.1.1. P^(cos 0) = R(-n;.-|,-|;e^®,e"^® )'. 
This equality is clear from the generating function for 
00 
the Legendre polynomials, P (cos 0), i.e. S P (cos 0)s^ = 
. n=0 -
[1-28 cos 0 + s^]"2 (10, p. 157). 
Example 5.1.2. C^(co8 0)=(2v,n)R(-njv,vje^®,e"^®)/nl-. 
This equality is clear from the generating function for 
00 
thé Gegenbauer polynomials, C^(cos 0), i.e. Z C^(cos 0)s^ = 
^ n=0 " 
[l-2s cos 0 + s2]V (10, p .  276). 
Theorem 5.2. For any 1 < k < n-1, c / 0,-1,...-N+1, 
(c,N)R(-N;cw^,...,cw^;x^,...,x^,0,...,0) = (cw^+. . .+cw^,N) 
• R (—Nf cWg^ J •. • ^ cw^^ x^,..., Xj^ ),. 
Proof; From the generating relation, (5.4), 
n -w. c CO 
n (1-x s) 1 = Z s^(c,N)R(-N;cw;x)/Nl. 
i=l N=0 ^ 
If x^^2 ~ ... — — 0, then 
n -w. c k -w. c 
-n (l-x. s) = n (l-x. s) 
i=l ^ i=l ^ 
N 
= S s (cw-, + .. .+CW, ,N)R(-NJCWT, . . .,cw, ; 
• N=0 -L k Ik
. .,x^)/Nl O . 
•KT 
Corollary 5.2.1. (C,N)R(-N;CW^ ,CW2;X^ ,0)= (CW^ ,N)X^ . 
Proof: Put n = 2, k = 1 in Theorem 5.2. []. 
From the generating function we can find a relationship 
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between R(-Njcwjx) and the quantities M|^ (X,W) = I w. 
^ 1=1 ^ ^  
k = 0,1,...which expresses R(-Njcw;x) as a rational 
func t i o n  o f  c .  F o r  c o n v e n i e n c e ,  w e  d e n o t e  M | ^ ( X , W )  b y  M | ^ .  
^1 
N j 
Theorem 5.3. (c,N)R(-N;cw;x) = Nl S (-rr)2 — TT—^ where 
j=l ^1'' 
the last summation is over all positive integers k^fkg,...,kj 
whose sum is N. This equation holds for any complex vectors 
k and w, any complex number c and N = 1,2,... 
Proof: The left side of the generating relation, (5.4), 
can be rewritten in a different form: 
n -w.c n ... 
rr (l-x. s) = n exp [-w.c ln(l-x. s)] 
i=l ^ i=l 
n 03 « , n , 
= n expCc S w. (x. s) /k]=exp[c S s^E w.x./k] 
i=l k=l ^  k=l i=l ^  ^  
= expCc S sV/k]=l+ S [4T!IC Z sV/k]^ 
k=l ^ j=l k=l ^ 
" rC^ " N 4 , 
= 1+2 [&-] S s^^ 2 ...k. 
j=l N=j ^1 ^ J 
°° M ^  r C ^  1^  ^1 
= 1+2 s^^ 2 [-^32 M,. .M, Vk-i .. .k., 
N=1 j=l ^1 ^ 
where the innermost summations are over all positive integers 
k^,kg,...,kj whose sum is N. . Throughout this argument we make 
use of the fact that jx^^sj < l,i = 1,2, ...,n, implies each 
series converges absolutely. A comparison of the coefficient 
of s^ with the coefficient in Equation 5.4 yields the 
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result. []. 
where the . 1-Corollary 5.3.1. (o,N) = Nl Z [^] Z . . 
j=l J' "I'-'Kj 
last summation is over all positive integers ...,kj 
whose sum,is N. . 
Proof; Put = 1, 1 = 1,2,...,n, in Theorem 5.3. D* 
Theorem 5.4. For any complex vectors x and w, any complex c 
a r i d  N  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  
Im^ 2m , Nm_ 
• N , M. ^Mp ...M„ 
(c,N)R(-NjCw;x)=NI Z c^ Z — J —1 ni^ j-i ^ ig . .N .. .m^l 
where the last summation is over all non-negative integers rri 
such that m^+m2+.. .+mjj = j' and Im^ + 2m2 + ... +Nm^ = N. 
' • Proof: In Theorem 5.3^ the coefficient of N1 c^/jI is 
ki k. 
Z ...M^"/k^...kj where the summation extends over all 
1 J 
partitions of N into j positive integers (N = k^+kgH-.. .+kj ), 
two.partitions being considered.as distinct if the integers 
occur in different orders. The number of such partitions 
which are permutations of the partition 
N 
N = 1+1+,..+1 + 2+2+...+2 + ...+ N+N+...+N , where Z m.=j 
^ ^  y ' '  '  ;2.= 1  
m^ mg % 
N 
and Z im^ = N, is j l/m^lm^I. ...m^^I. Hence the coefficient 
of NI c^/jl can be written in the form 
Im-, 2mp Nm,T m. ra^ m>. 
jl Z ^...M VI 2 . .N m^^lmgl.. .m^i 
where the summation is over all non-negative integers m such 
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N N 
that Z m. = j and E im. = N. [] . 
1=1 1 1=1 ^ 
N . -, 
Corollary 5.4.1. (c,N) = Nl S Z —— ^ 
j=l 
where the last summation is over all non-negative integers 
N N 
m such that Z m. = j and Z im. = N. 
i=l ^  i=l ^ 
Proof: Put = 1, k = 1/2,...,n, in Theorem 5.4. • []. 
Theorem 5.5. For any complex vectors x and w, any complex 
number c and N = 1,2,3,..., 
N-1 tr 
(c,N)R(-NjCWjx) = (N-l)I c Z (c,m)R(-mjcw;x)M^" /ml 
m=0 
where is used for 
n . 
Proof: We apply the operator Z x. to both sides of 
i=l ^ "^^i 
the generating relation (5.4) and use Euler's theorem for- • 
homogeneous functions (l, p. 134) to obtain 
n a œ _ n n -w.c 
Z X Z 8*(c,N)R(-N;ow;x)/Nl= Z x. n (l-x s) ^ 
i=l ^ "^^i N=0 i=l ^ ^^i j=l ^ 
Z s^(c,N) Z X. 9 R(-N;cw;x) = ^ g w x.s(l-x s-)"^ n (l-
N=0 i=l 1 JM. i=l 1 1 1 . j=l 
-w.c 
XjS) 
œ n CO n -w.c 
Z s (C,N)NR(-N;CW;X)/NI = c Z w. x. s Z (x. s) II (L-x-js) 
N=1 1=1 ^  ^  k=0 ^ j=l 
= c Z s^"*"^ Z w.x^"*"^'Z s'^(c,m)R(-mjcwjx)/mI 
k=0 i=l ^  ^  m=0 
= c Z s^ Z (cm)R(-mjcwjx)MÎÎ~"J/ml, 
N=1 m=0 
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where we have put N = k+m+1 and used absolute convergence 
to justify changing the order of summation. Q. 
N-1 
Example 5.5.1. NP„(cos 0) = S cos(N-m)eP (cos e). 
m=0 
• . 
We recall from Example 5.1.1 that the Legendre polynomial 
Is given by Pj^(cos 0) = ^^d we observe that 
c = 1,(1,N) = Ni and Mjj;;^(e^®,e"^®;|,i) = cos(N-m)0. 
N-1 • 
Example 5.5.2. NCj^(cos 0) = 2v E cos(N-m)0 C (cos 0). 
- ^ m=0 
.We recall from Example 5.1.2 that the Gegenbauer 
polynomial Is given by NlC^(cos 0) = (2v,N)R(-N;v,v;e^®,e~^®) 
and we observe that c = 2v and (e^®,e~^®;i-,-|) = 
cos(N-m) 0. 
Corollary 5.5.1. For c >0, N = 3,4,..., > 0, 
[cM^+(N-l) -f](c,N-l)R(-N+l)<(c,N)R(-N)<[cMf+(N-l) -^-y] 
(c,N-l)R(-N.+l) 
where stand for M^(x,w) and R(-k) stands for R(-k:;cw;x). 
Proof: Starting from the result of Theorem 5.5 we have 
N-1 
(c ,N)R(-N)  = (N-1)  I  c  S  [MfJ"VmI](c ,m)R(-m) 
m=0 ' 
• M-2 
=CMT(c,N-l)R(-N+l)+(N-l)(N-2)Ic E 
^ m=0 ' • 
^4Zm/ ml](c,m)R(-m) 
N--2 
(c,N)R(-N)-cM^(c,N-l)R(-N+l)=(N-l)(N-2)lc H 
• • m=0 m! <.1.™ 
•(c,m)R(-m) 
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' t By log convexity of (O, Thm. 87) ,  we have, for any 
positive vector x, Mg/M^ < M^/Mg < ... < ^^l^ss 
= X or N = 2, In which cases equaltles hold, 
max min 
. Using the Inequalities M^/MJ < for m = 0,.. 
N-3, and for « = l,2,...,N-2, and the 
result of Theorem 5.5 with N replaced by N-1, we obtain, upon 
suDstltutlon Into the last equation: 
Mg . ' 
(N-1) -Y (c,N-l)R(-N+l)<(c,N)R(-N)-cMt(c,N-l)R(-N+l) 
"1 . 
< (N-l) (o,N-l)R(-N+l), 
unless = x .^ or N = 2, In which cases equalities hold, 
max min ' ^ 
0. 
This corollary reduces to (c+N-l) (c,N-l)=(-c,N) In the 
limit as {x^x-^mln' - 0-
Using Theorems 5.4 and 5.5, we have calculated (c,N) 
R(-N;cw;x) as a polynomial In c for N = 0,1,...,10. These 
functions will be found In Table 1 of the Appendix. We have 
also calculated [(cjN)/c]^âR(-N;cw;x)/ôc for N = 2,3,...,6. 
The latter functions will be found In Table 2 of the 
Appendix. These tables were used to show that Conjecture A 
Is true for t =2,3,...,10 before this result was superseded 
by Theorem 6.3 of the next chapter. 
Theorem 5.6. For any complex vectors x and w, N = 2,3,..., 
and any complex number c, (except c = 0,-1,...,-N+l), 
R(-NjCw;x)=MjJ(x,w)+c E [M|^(x,w)M^]|^(x,w)-M^(x,w)]/k +0(c^). 
k=l 
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Proof; Prom Theorem 5.3 and Corollary 5.3.1 we have 
N N 
(c,N)R(-N;ow;x) = Z a,. . (x)c'^  and (c,N)= Z a., . (l)c'J. By 
• j=l^  ^ j=l 'J 
division of polynomials we have 
R(-N;owjx)= 
+ 0(=®). 
Prom the result of Theorem 5.5 we obtain 
= (N-l)i; 
N-1 „ ^  
a^  2(x) = (N-l)! Z ]yij^ _^ (x,,w) [coefficient of c in (c,k)R(-k; 
' lc=l 
cw;x)]/kl, i.e. 
N-1 „ , • , . N-1 
a^ 2^(x)=(N-l)l^ Z_ ]VÇ:J^ (x,w)MjJ(x,w)/k; 1/k. 
Substitution completes our proof. []. 
We now turn our attention to large values of c. 
Theorem 5.7. Por any complex vectors x and w, N = 1,2,..., 
and any complex number c, (except c = 0,-1,. .,.,-N+l), 
R(-N;cw;x)=M (^x,w)+[N(N-1)/2c][M2(x,w)M "^^ (x,w)-M (^x,w)] 
+(3(l/c^ ). ' 
Proof: Prom Theorem 5.5 we have 
N . . " N _ . 
(c,N)R(-N;cw;x) = E a„ .(x)c^ = c Z a^  .(x)(l/c) 
j=l j=l 
N . „ N ... 
and (c,N) = Z a,, .(l)c^  = c^ "* Z a_ ,(l)(l/c)* 
j=l j=l 
By division of polynomials we obtain 
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R(-N;ow;K)= 
+0(Vo^ ). 
From Theorem. 5.4 we have 
- "  -  •  .  
aN.N-l(x)=N(N-l)M2(x,w)M^ -2(x,w)/2; aj,^ _^g{l}=N(N-l)/2 
Substitution completes our proof. . Q 
A formal application of Equation 5.2 suggests that 
Theorem 5.7 probably holds if N is replaced by any real t. 
The following relations aré of value in making this formal 
application. 
(i) (1-y)^  = E (-t,N)y^ /NU |y| < 1, 
N=0 • . 
(11) 3®(l-y)V3y® = 
= 2 N(N-l)(-t,N)y'*'VN:, |y| < 1. 
N=0 
00 
Equation 5.2 is R(-t;cwjx) = E (-t,N)R(-N;cw;l-x)/Nl 
N=0 
Substitution from Theorem 5.7 yields 
•R(-t; cw;x)= S (-t,N) {M?(1-x,w)+N(N-1)MÎ^"^(1-x,w) [M^(1-x,w) 
M=0  ^  ^  ^' 
-M^ (l-x,w)]/2c 
c 
00 
= z (-t,N)]yf(l-x,w)/Nl + s (-t,N)Q.(-ip)/Nl 
N=0 N=0 C"^ 
+ (-K)[MP(l-X,W)-M (^l-X,W)] S N(N-l)(-t,N) 
° N=0 
'M^ -^ (l-x,w)/NI . 
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Now applying the relations (i) and (ii), we have 
(5.5) R(-tjcw;x)=[l-M3_(l-x,w)]V(-|^ )-[M|(l-x,w)-M^ (l-x,w)] 
..t(t-l)[l-Mi(l-x,w)]t-2 
+ S (-t,N) 
N=0 ° . 
We have not been able to show 2 (-t,N) ' is 
 ^ 2 ' N=0  ^0^  
0(l/c ). If we assume this is true, then Theorem 5.7 is 
still valid when N is replaced by any real t. 
Theorem 5.8. If o > 0, t is any real number and x. = 
n 
X (l-s. ) j i = 1,2, ...,n, where x = Z w. x^ , then 
 ^ i=l  ^1 
R(-tjCWjx) = x^ [H-t(t-l)Mp(e,w)/2(c+l)+(9(e^)]. 
n n 
Proof: We note that Z w.e. = S w.(x.-x)/x = 0. 
i=l ^  ^  i=l ^   ^
— —f-
R(-t;cwjx) = R(-tjcwjx(l-e)) = x R(-tjcw;l-e) 
_ t  ®  
= X 2 (-t,m)R(-m;cw;e)/ml by Equation 5.2. 
m=0 
Now, we find in Table 1 of the Appendix that R(Ojcw;e) = .1, 
R(-ljcw;e)=M^ (0,w) and R(-2;cw;e)=[cM^ (e,w)+M2(e,w)]/(c+l). 
Using these expressions when M^ (e,w) = 0,we have the result. 
(This procedure could be used to expand R(r-tjcw;x) in higher 
degrees of e by using more values from Table 1.) Q. 
n 2 
We observe that if we replace T. w. e. by 
i=l 
n 
s Wj^  (xj^ -x)^ /x^  = [M2(X,w)-M^ (X,w) ]/M^ (x,w), we obtain 
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R(-t;cwjx)=M^ (x,w)+t (t-l)M^ "^ (x,w) [MgCx, w)-M^ (x, w) ]/2(g+1) 
+ O(e^ ). 
For"large values of c the first two terms agree with the 
first.two terms of Equation 5.5. 
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VI. PROGRESS TOWARD PROVING A CONJECTURE 
Now that we have some useful properties of R(-tjcwjx), 
we shall return to our conjecture about the behavior of M(t,c; 
x;w) as a function of c. Let us express Conjecture A for 
M(t,c;xjw) in terms of R(-t;cwjx). We use 
(6.1) 3M(tjC;x;w)/ôc = a[R(-t;cw;x)]^ /^ /ao 
= (•^ )[R(-t;cw;x)]~^ "'"^ '^ ô^R(-tjCWjx)/3c 
to obtain the conjecture: 
'R(-tjcwjx) is a decreasing function of c for 
t > 1 
Conjecture A' < R(-tjcwjx) is an increasing function of c for 
0 < t < 1 
R(-t;cw;x) is a decreasing function of c for 
^t < 0. 
We shall first prove Conjecture A' for restricted values 
of X^ jXg,...,x^ . • -
Theorem 6.1. If c > 0, t is any real number and x. = 
,.n 
x(l-e.), i = 1,2,...,n, where x = Z w.x., then Conjecture A' 
 ^ i=l 1 1 
is true in the limit of small . Furthermore, in the same 
max 
limit, R(-t;cw;x) is log convex in c for t > 1 or t < 0 and 
is concave in c for 0 < t < 1. 
Proof: From Theorem 5.8 we have 
R(-t;cwjx) = x^ [l+t(t-l)M2(e,w)/2(c+l)+(9(e^ )i. 
In the limit of small we can ignore (9(e^ ) and obtain our i113.x 
result since l/(c+l) is a decreasing, log convex and convex 
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function of c. Q . 
We can prove Conjecture.A! for two variables and Xg 
when w^ 'r Wg = A lemma, which Is of use In this proof, 
was suggested during 1965 by Professor R. K. Meany of the 
f . 
Iowa State Mathematics Department In Ames, Iowa. 
Lemma 6.2.1. (Meany) Let p(x) > 0, let f(x) be dlfferentlable 
and convex, and let p(x) and q(x) be even functions with q(x) 
decreasing for x > 0. Then 
/ p(x)dx J p(x)f(x)q(x)dx- J* p(x)f(x)dx J p(x)q(x)dx < 0. 
—a —a —a —a 
If f(x) Is concave, the Inequality is reversed. 
Proof: We claim that f(x) + f(-x) is an increasing 
function of x. To show this we let Xg > x^  >0 and consider 
• [f (xg)+f (-Xg)]-[f (X]^ )+f (-x^ )] = [f (xgj-f (x^ );i-[f (-X^ )-f (-Xg)] 
= f'(z^ )(x2-x^ )-f'(z2)(x^ -x^ ) 
where x^  < < Xg and -Xg < Zg < -x^ J as- guaranteed by the. 
Mean Value Theorem. Since Zg < 0 < z^  and;since convexity 
of f(x) implies that f'(x) is an increasing functiony^ we have 
proved our claim. 
We now consider 
a a a a 
J* p(x)dx J p(x)f (x.)q(x)dx- / p(x)f(x)dx j p(x)q(x)dx 
-a -a -a -a 
= SCj* p(x)dx J p.(x)q(x)[f(x)+f(-x)]dx- J p(x)[f(x) 
0 gO 0 
+f(-x)]dx J p(x)q(x)dx] <0. 
0 
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The final inequality is a result of Chebyshev's inequality 
(9, Thm. 236), since q(x) is a decreasing function and 
[f(x) + f(-x)] is an increasing function. Q. 
We observe that Lemma 6r.2.1 applies for an integral 
over any interval [a,b] so long as p(x) and q(x) are 
symmetric about the line x = (a+b)/2 and q(x) is decreasing 
for (a+b)/2 < x < b. 
Theorem 6.2. If there are only two variables x^ and Xg and 
if = Wg = then Conjecture A' is true for all real t 
and all c > 0. 
Proof: For t > 1 or t < 0, 
1 . -l+c/2 
• . J [X]_u+X2(l-u)]^ [u(l-u.)] du 
1 2 0 
J [u(l-u)]"l^ G/^ du^  [x^ u+XgCl-u) ]^ [u(l-.u)]^ '*'° ?^ )ln[u(l-u) ]du 
0 __0 
0 
1 -l+c/2 1 , -l+c/2 
J* [u(l-u)] (^ )ln[u(l-u)]duj [x_u+xp(l-u)] [u(l-u)] du 
_ _ 0  0  
< 0 by Lemma 6.2.1 where f(u) = [x^ u+xgfl-u)] , p(u) = 
[u(l-u)]"^ °^/^ , q(u) = § ln[u(l-u)]f For 0 < t < 1, f(u) is 
concave and hence the inequality is reversed. Differentiation 
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under the integral sign is permissible for all c > 6 > 0 
(1, Thm. 14-23). Q. • 
Theorem 6.2. For c > 0, t = 2,3,..., and any vector x with 
x^  > 0, i = 1,2,...,n. Conjecture A' is true. Furthermore, . 
R(-NjCWjx) is a log convex function of c for N = 2,3,./. 
Proof: Since R(-Njcw;x) is independent of c if N = 0,1 
or if x^  = Xg = ... = x^ , we assume throughout that x^ ^^  ^> 
m^in* proof is by induction of n, the number of variables. 
For n = 2, by symmetry, we.may assume that x^  > Xg and we 
apply Theorem 5.1 with x replaced by x - \ and with X = Xg: 
R(-Njcw^ ,cw2;x^ ,x2)= Z (^ ^^ "^"^ (-mjcw^ jCWgjx^ -XjXg-X) 
m=0 
N 
= S^ (^ )x2""^ R(-mjcw^ ,cW2;x^ -X2,o) 
N • ' • 
= 2 ,(^)x2""^(x,-x2)"^(cw. im)/(c,m) 
m=0' . 
by Corollary 5.2.1. However, 
(cw,,m) cw^ (cw^ +l)...(cw.+m-l) 1-w, 
(o.m) = o(o+l)...(o+m-l) = Mr' ' ' ' 
1—W^ 
l_w c+m-l)' 
Each of the functions w^  + k is positive, decreasing and 
log convex in c, and hence their product is positive, decreas­
ing and log convex in c. Since the sum of positive, decreasing 
or log convex functions is still positive, decreasing or log 
convex (2, Thm. 1.8), R(-Njcw^ ,cw2jx^ ,x2) is positive, 
decreasing and" log convex. 
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For the induction hypothesis, we assume R(-N;cw^ ,, 
cw^ jXi^ ...is a positive, decreasing, log convex function 
of c for 2 < k < n-1 and W^ +W2+...+w^  = 1. We now consider 
R(-N;cw;x) = R(-N;cw^ ,...,cw^ jx^ ,...,x^ ) and assume, without 
loss of generality, that x^  ^= x^  = x^ _^  = ... = x^ ^^  and 
Xmin < Xj (j - l,...,k) for some k satisfying 1 < k < n-1. 
Applying Theorem 5.1 as before, with'X = x^ ,^ we have 
N 
R(-N;ow;x)= S (^ )X*^ ""'R(-mjcw,, ...,cw ;x,-X, ...,x^ -X,0, . . . ,0) 
m=0 ™  ^  ^  ^
N 
= Z (^ )>.^ ""^ R(-m;cw,,.. .,cw^ jx-,-X,.. .,x,-X) 
m=0 ^   ^ X K 
(cw^ +.. .+cw^ ,m.) 
(c,m; ' 
by Theorem 5.2. Since w^ +.. .+w^  = 1 > w^ +.. .-fw^ ,^" the ratio 
(ow^ +...+cw^ ,m)/(c,m) is positive, decreasing.and log convex 
in c as before. If k = 1, then R(-mjcw^ ;x^ -X) = (x^ -X)^  is 
positive and independent of c. If 2 < k < n-1., then 
R(-mjCW^ , . ..,cw^ jx^ -X,...,x^ -X) = R(-mj  ^  ^
x^ -X) where tju^  = wj^ /(wj_+,. .+Wj^  , (ju^ +.. = 1 and 
Y = c(w^ +w2+.. .+Wj^ ). By the Inductive hypothesis this 
function is positive,.decreasing and log convex in y and 
hence also in c (2, Thm. I.IO). Since products and sums of 
positive decreasing or log convex functions are still positive 
decreasing or log convex, R(-Njcwjx) is positive, decreasing 
and log convex in c for any number of variables. . Q. 
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Theorem 6.4. For o > 0, t < 2 and any vector x with x^  > 0, 
1 = l,2, ...,n. Conjecture A'. Is true. Furthermore, R(-t;cwjx) 
is log convex for t<0orl<t<2 and is concave for 
0 < t < 1. 
Proof; By homogeneity, we may suppose that 0 < x^  < 1, 
i = 1, 2, .n. Equation 5.2 gives 
CO 
R(-t;cw;x) = Z (-'t,-N)R(-N;cw;l-x)/Nl • 
N=0 • 
• • 00 
R(-tjCw;x)= 1-t M/(l-x,w)+ S (-t,N)R(-N;cwjl-x)/NI 
N=2 
= 1-t Mi(l-x,w)+(-t)(-t+l) S (_t+2,N-2)R(-N;ow;l-x)/ 
N=2 
NI 
00 
= 1-t MT(l-x,w)+t(t-l) s (2-t,N-2)R(-N;cwjl-x)/Nl 
 ^ N=2 
If t < 2, then (2-t,N-2) > 0 for N = 2,3,... Since the 
limit of a sequence of log convex functions is log convex 
(2, Thm. 1.6), R(-t;cw;x) is a decreasing, log convex function 
of c for t < 0 or 1 < t < 2. Also, since a log convex 
function is convex, R(-t;cw;x) is an increasing concave funetien 
of c for 0 < t < 1. [] . 
To illustrate the utility of the preceding theorems, 
we shall use them to obtain some inequalities. We first choose 
some values of R(-t,*cw;x) which have a convenient form. For 
example, 
) R(-t;cw;x)=M^ (x,w) = (^ E^ Wj.x^ .)^ , (Theorem 4.1 (2)); 
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(il) R(-tj cwjx)=M^(xjw) = S w^x^j (TheorenT 4.1 (b)) ; 
1=1 
. n w. t 
(ill) R(-t;-.twjx) = Mp.(x,w) = n x. for t < 0, (Corollary 
u 1=1 1 
1 n w.(t+l) n 
(Iv) R(-tj-(t+l)wjx)=MQ lx,w)M"^(x,w)=^n^x^ ' 
for t < -Ij (Corollary 4.3.2). 
To describe the process used In obtaining Inequalities, 
we will assume we have R(-t;cwjx) for given vectors x and w 
and given numbers t and c. For convenience in this discussion 
we will assume that t is- such that R(-tjCwjx) is a decreasing 
and log convex function of c. Now we choose c^  and Cg, with 
c^  < c < Cg, such that R(-t;c^ Wjx) and R(-t;c2w;x) have 
convenient forms. Then since R(-tjcwjx) is decreasing in c, 
R(-tjC2W;x) < R(-t;cwjx) < R(-t;c^ w;x). 
If a+p = 1 and orc^ +PCg = c, then since R(-t;cw;x) is log 
convex in c, 
R(-t;cw;x) < R*(-t,c^ w;x)R^ C-t;02Wjx). 
Example 6.4.1. Let us apply the decreasing property of ' 
R(-t;cw;x), (Theorem 6.4), for t < 0 and consider 
a _n 
R(l;l,l;x,y)= F [ux+y(l-u)] du = (inx-lny)/(x-y). 
0 
In this case, our fixed values are t = -1, c = 2, w = (^ ,^ ) 
and X = (x,y) and we choose c^  = 1 and c^  Then from 
(ij and (ill). 
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Many similar Inequalities may be obtained by using 
1 f-
R(-t;l,ljx,y) = ] [ux+y(l-u)] du 
0 
4 
Since = Wg = we could use Theorem'6.2 with this 
function to obtain Inequalities Involving algebraic functions 
for any real number t. However, these have all been obtained 
by using other properties of the R-function (8, Section 3), 
and we will not reproduce them here. We can Improve upon 
some of these Inequalities by using the convexity properties 
we proved in Theorem 6.4. 
Example 6.4.2. Let the fixed values be t = -5/2, c = 2, 
w = and X = (x,y). Choose c^  = 3/2 and Cg = 5/2. Then 
a = P = § and, by log convexity, in c, r 
1. 1 
R(5/2;l,l;x,y) < R^ (5/2;3/4,3/4;x,y)R2(5/2;.5/4,5/4;x,y). 
Hence, by (ill) and (iv), 
(xy)"^ /^ [ (xy )"3/'^ (x"^ +y"^ )/2]2 > 2(x"3/^ -y"^ ^^ )/3( x-y). 
Rearranging gives the inequality: 
3(x+y)2 > 2/2 (x^ /^ -y^ ^^ )/(x-y). 
As a numerical example, we take x = l6 and y = 9- The 
Inequality becomes 15.00 > 14.95. -
Examiple 6.4.3. The arithmetic-geometric mean of Gauss is 
L(2,-l,l;a^ ,b^ ;i,l-)= R"^ (|;|,|;a^ ,b^ ), (Example 4.0.1). 
. 5 6  
Thus we have the fixed values t = —I, c = 1, w = and 
o 2 
X = (ag/bg). "Using the fact that R(§,cw;x) Is decreasing, in 
c and  ^and Og = 2, we can obtain 
> (a^ b^ )S for > 0. 
However, this inequality was an immediate result of the 
definition of the arithmetic-geometric mean of Gauss. 
•We can improve upon one of the bounds by using log 
convexity of R(i^ cw;x), Theorem 6.4. We use c^  = § and Cg = 2 
which implies ot = 2/3 and P = 1/3. 
= [2/(ao+bo)]l/3 by (iii) and (vj. 
Hence ?77(a^ ,b^ ) > [aobo(aQ+bo)/2]l/3.. 
Since .the arithmetic-geometric mean of Gauss is related 
to elliptic, integrals, we have inequalities involving these 
integrals. ' 
Example 6.4.4. The complete elliptic integrals of the first 
and second kinds are related to the R-function (7, Eq. 3.1) by 
K(k) = 0§)R(iT&y&;l-k^ ,l) = J ' (l-k^ sin^ qjT^ ds 
. 0 
and 
T7/2 1 
E(k) = = J .. (l-k^ sin^ e)2d0. 
We get inequalities for K(k) from the preceding example; 
(x+y) < < [xy (x+y)/2]"^ /3^  
Hence 
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TT/(1+VT^) < K(k) < (TT/2)[ V l-k^  (l+ / l-k^ )/2]"L/3. 
For E(k), t = § and R(-|-;cwjx) is increasing and concave 
in Qj (Theorem 6.4). We have the fixed values t = §, c = 1, 
O Q 
X = (x ,y ) and w = (iyi). We choose c^  -* 0 and Cg = 2 which 
implies Œ = p = §. 
R(-i;o^ w,x)/2 + R(-|jC2w;x)/2 < R(-|;c.Wjx) < Rf-ijCgWjx) 
Now (ii) and (v) imply 
3(x2_y^ ) 3(x^ -y^ ) 
or 
and, for 0 < k < 1, 
2(2-k^ +Vl-k^ ) (1- V 1-k^ )^  < (2/n)E(k) < 
3(1+Vl-k^ ) 12(1+V 1-k^ ) 3(1+VÏ^ )^ 
To obtain inequalities for the incomplete elliptic 
integralsJ we must consider R-functions of three variables. 
To obtain sharper inequalities than those available from other 
properties of R-functions we wish to evaluate R(-t;l,l,l;x,y,z) 
1 l-u^   ^
R(-t;l,l,l;x,y,z)= 2j J [u-, x+Upy+z (l-u-,-Up) ] dupdu. 
1  0  0 ,  , ^  "^ 1  .  1  
2 J [u x+y (l-u^  ) ] • du-, +2 J [u^  x+z ( l-u. ) ] du 
_  .  0  ^ 0  •  
(t+l)(y-z) 
"(t+l)(y-z) [R(-t-l;l,l;x,y)-R(-t-l;l,l;x,z)] 
_ 2 rxt+2_yt+2 _ t^+2_^ t+2 
(t+l) (y-z j '-(t+2) (x-y) (t+2) (x-z )-^  * 
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t+2, .t+2, .t+2. 
t+2 t+2 _t+2 2 2 _2 
X y z X y z 
X y z T X y z 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
{t+l){t+2) 
Carlson defined the Incomplete elliptic integrals and 
Rg. (8, Eqs. 3.3 and 3.4) by 
Hin(x,y,z) = R(i;i,i,i;x,y,z) 
and 
RoCxjy^ z) = R(-#;i,i,i;x,y,z). 
These are related to Legendre's incomplete elliptic integrals, 
P(cp,k) and E(cp,k), by 
P(cp,k) = sin cp Rp(cos^ (p, A^ l^) 
and 
2 sin. cp Rq(cos'^ cpj A^ jl)= cos^ cp P(cpjk)+ sin^ cp E(cp,k) 
+ A sin cp cos cp, 
where = 1-k^ sin^ cp. 
Example 6.4.5. We shall use the property that R(i-jcw;x) is 
a decreasing function of c to find an inequality for Rp(x,y,z). 
We have the fixed values t = c = 3/2w = (1/3,1/3,1/3) 
and X = (x,y,z), and we choose c^  = § and Cg = 3. Then 
R(#jljl,l;x,y,z) < Rp(x,y,z) < R(|;l/6,l/6,l/6;x,y,z). 
We now use (iii) and (vi) to obtain 
r3/2/,^ _„\ .„3/2/^ _^ \ ,^ 3/2, 
-1/6 
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As a numerical example,'we take x  =  9 t  y = l6 and z = 25. 
Then 
0.249 < Rp(9,l6,25) < 0.256. 
This can be improved by using convexity with en = 3/5 and p = 
2/5. ' " 
0.249 < Rp,(9,l6/25) < 0.252 = 3/5(0.249)+2/5(0.256). 
The value of Rp(9,16,25) is approximately 0.251. 
In a similar way we "consider RQ(x,y,z). , We have the 
fixed values t = 0 = 3/2, w = (1/3,1/3,1/3) and x = (x,y,z). 
We choose c-j_ -• 0 and Cg = 3. Then, since R(-|jcw;x) is an 
increasing function of c, 
Q^ !!o^ (-è;3^ J3^ i3^ J3C,y,z) <R^ (x,y,z) <R(-|jl,l,l;x,y,z). 
1 
We use (11) and (vi) to obtain 
\ 
As a numerical example, we take x = 9, y = I6 and z = 25. Then 
4.000 < R(.(g,i6,25) < 4.053. 
Using concavity, we obtain 
4.027 < Rq(9.16,25) < 4.053. 
The value of Rq(9j16,25) Is approximately 4.050. 
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VII. SUMMARY 
We have seen that L(s,t;x) has most of the properties 
of as described by Hardy, Llttlewood and P(51ya. 
The relationship between L(,s,tjx) and M^ (x,w) has been 
established through a set of natural weights w. = J* u.p(u')du 
E 
i = 1,2,,..,n. By choosing P(u') to be the hypergeometric 
weight function, P(cw,u'), we have been able to identify 
these natural weights with the parameters w^ ,#^ ,...,w^ . This 
led us to consider the generalized hypergeometric mean 
L(s,t,c;xjw). 
All properties of L(s,t,cjxjw) which do not depend 
explicitly on c were established more generally for L(s,tjx). 
Through the Euler transformation we were able to relate 
hypergeometric means of x^ yxg,...,x^  to those of x^ j^Xg^ ,..., 
—1 
x^  . By using Euler's transformation. Holder's inequality 
was extended to new values of the parameters s and t. 
In our search for the properties of L(s,t,c;x;w) as a 
function of c, a conjecture was stated. After showing that 
it was sufficient to consider the conjecture in terms of 
L(l,t,c;x;w) = M(t,cjx;w), we developed some properties of 
M^ (t,c;xjw) = R(-t;cwjx). New. representations of 
R(-N|cw;x) as a rational function of c were found and used 
to calculate R(-Njcwjx) for N = 0,1,...,10. An expression 
for R(-Njcw;x) in terms of R(-m;cw;x), m = 0,1,...,N-1, was 
proved and then illustrated in terms of Legendre and 
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Gegenbauer polynomials. 
The conjecture was restated in terms of R(-t;cw;x). 
Although the conjecture was not completely proved, it was 
established for restricted values of x. and all t and, in 
general, for t = 2,3,4,... and t < 2. In the regions where 
the conjecture was proved, its utility was demonstrated by 
obtaining some inequalities between algebraic functions and 
by obtaining bounds for elliptic integrals of the first and 
second kinds. 
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